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Sort Lookup Information YOUR WAY
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If you use Microsoft Dynamics® GP, you’ve already discovered that
getting your hands on critical and time sensitive information may
not be so easy!
With EthoTech SmartSort, you can automatically sort lookup
information YOUR way! You’ll quickly find all your important
information in your system by customizing your own view based
on built-in advanced sorting options or SmartList favorites. AND
you can use SmartSort with over 40 Microsoft Dynamics GP
lookup windows.
  
SmartSort will literally speed up your inquiries — and your data
entry — by eliminating as many as 3 mouse clicks per lookup.  
Formerly a $1,000 value, SmartSort is now yours for FREE! There’s
no obligation of any kind, not even a requirement that you run any
of our other EthoTech products!

Preventing Mistakes in Microsoft Dynamics GP
Go to www.ethotech.com/mistakes
and read this document NOW!
Enhance every facet of your Microsoft Dynamics GP
experience with our entire suite of
EthoTech products at www.ethotech.com/suite
Are you still using spreadsheets to manually
calculate commissions? If so, get your
personalized DEMO of Commission Plan
from EthoTech at www.ethotech.com/demo 		
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At EthoTech, we’ve been so successful with
our enhancements designed specifically for
Microsoft Dynamics GP, we’ve decided it was
time to give back to the community. That’s why
SmartSort is FREE of charge to our partners
and to our customers.
There are at least 17 ways that SmartSort will
put your profits back where they belong…
on your bottom line. Here are just a few:
1 What if every time you looked up customers
in Microsoft Dynamics GP, the resulting data
was automatically sorted by Customer Name
AND it filtered out inactive customers?
2 How would you like to instantly filter your
inventory lookup data to show only those
items that are sellable (Finished Goods)?
3 How about filtering your GL account lookup
data by Department to show only those
accounts relevant to your division?
There are many more ways that SmartSort
saves you time and money. Download
EthoTech SmartSort now FREE of charge with no
obligation whatsoever, not even a requirement
that you run any of our other products!

